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CREATIVE POTENTIAL 

 

HAIRLINE 

Creative potential: The moonpoint in the hairline stands for the authentic 
and powerful aspects in us, as long as we live the solar aspect. It's that feel-
ing that everything is doable and achievable. "Nothing can throw me off my 
course!"  

In the shadow aspect, we feel disconnected from everything and have a 
tendency to allow paranoid self-doubt circulate within us. 
 
Balanced: authentic, empowered, intuitive 

Unbalanced: self-doubts, disconntected from self, paranoid 

 

EARLOBES 

Creative potential:  If the moon is in the earlobes, we are in the balanced 
state very analytical and questioning values. Philosophical fundamental 
discussions take place too.  

In the shadow aspect of the earlobe moon, the condition changes into a 
reasonless mood for discussion as well as an over-analytical and self-
critical way of looking at things, like “What exactly is the point of this?”. ‘ 

• Balanced: analytical, philosophical, discussing values 

• Unbalanced: ready to debate, overanalyzing, self-deprecating 

 

EYEBROWS 

Creative potential: When the moon is in the eyebrows, we are very visionary 
and imaginative; healing day-dreams accompany and inspire us.  
"Oh yes, what a healing idea!" 

In the shadow aspects, the eyebrow moon shows up through unrealistic 
fantasies and tends to make us feel disillusioned with life. 

• Balanced: visionary, healing dreams imaginative 

• Unbalanced: fantasizing, illusionary, disillusioned 
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CHEEKS 

Creative potential: The cheek moon is a very powerful one. We are radiant 
and see the greatest order in the greatest chaos when we are balanced.  

In an unbalanced state it could become dangerous, we are unpredictable, 
explosive and out of control. "You better don’t get in my way today!” 

 

• Balanced: feeling radiant, unprecedented, order in chaos 

• Unbalanced: out of control, hot tempered, unpredictable 
 

 
 

LIPS 

Creative potential: Moon energy in the lips means being able and willing to 
talk and chatter all day long, but also to be eloquent in the balanced state 
and able to express things excellently.  

Unbalanced, the lunar energy shows itself as complicating what has been 
said, as well as sharp-tongued and indiscreet talk.  

 

• Balanced: uplifting communication, talkative, expressive 

• Unbalanced: complicating, indiscreet, sharp-tongued 

 

 

NAPE OF NECK 

Creative potential: When the moon's energy is active in your neck, it's time 
for romance, heartfelt words and sensuality. 

Unbalanced, this moonpoint is experienced as speechlessness, or no  
or often biting words.  

 

• Balanced: romantic, heart speaking, sensual 

• Unbalanced: speechless, bitchy, inable to communicate 
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BREASTS 

Creative potential: Lunar energy in the breasts expresses itself through be-
ing compassionate, generously loving and giving.      

"Yes, I'm here for all of you!" 

The imbalanced state of this moonpoint leads to excessive giving and so to 
sacrifice and exhaustion. 

 

• Balanced: compassionate, unconditional love, giving 

• Unbalanced: victim, over-giving, exhausted 

 
 

NAVEL  

Creative potential: Balanced, the moonenergy shows up in the navel area 
as feeling physically strong and centered, as well as being physically highly 
motivated.  

The shadow aspect tends to show vulnerability, lethargy, insecurity and in-
stability. Thoughts about this unbalanced moonpoint state would be, "I can't 
do anything today." 

 

• Balanced: centered, physically strong, motivated 

• Unbalanced: insecure, vulnerable, lethargic 

 
 

CLITORIS 

Creative potential: Moonenergy in the clitoris means need for great socia-
bility and extroversion, as well as great charm that is displayed.  

Unbalanced, the moon point presents itself as a depressed and stubborn 
mood, as well as the feeling of needing a click for yourself. 

 

• Balanced: highly sociable, outgoing, charming 

• Unbalanced: depressive, closed-minded, cliquish 
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VAGINA 

Creative potential: Moonenergy in the vagina expresses our charming side, 
we are deeply social and feel the desire for deeper intimacy.  

In the shadow aspect, the moonpoint expresses itself through feelings of in-
sensibility, dullness and a feel-ing of absolute emptiness. 

 

• Balanced: sociable in depth, enchanting, deeper intimacy 

• Unbalanced: empty cero, sensationless, indifferent 

 

 

INNER THIGHS 

Creative potential: The lunar energy of your inner thighs testifies to energy, 
self-confidence, perseverance, assertiveness and a creative state.  

Unbalanced, this moonpoint shows a lack of concentration, as well as a lack 
of clarity and organization. 

 

• Balanced: confidence, creative strength, full of energy 

• Unbalanced: disorganized, unclear, unfocused 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We, MOONPOINTS - Moonpoints-Research Association, are an ideal, non-profit re-
search association that mainly deals with research, education, knowledge collection 

and transfer of knowledge about the energetic moon points, as well as possible health-
promoting effects on humans and human consciousness. Our association goal is the 

further development of human knowledge about possible health-promoting effects of 
the moon points on a conscious, mindful, blissful, heartful and peaceful life and being, 

to which this moon point research project contributes significantly. 


